In March 2009, a 79-year-old female presented with refractory anemia and excess blasts (MDS AREB-2) and was treated with cyclosporine (50 mg BID) at another hospital. In May, she was admitted to our Internal Medicine Ward for clinical and hematological surveillance. New bone marrow studies were performed, which revealed about 32% myeloblasts that contained Auer bodies, more than 20% basophils and negative for BCR-ABL mutation. Cyclosporine was withdrawn. She received hydroxyurea 500mg/day, which was increased up to 1,500 mg daily. Ten days later, the patient exhibited a high fever, along with erythema and painful vesicle-bullous lesions that appeared at the venipuncture sites in her left forearm (Figure 1A), in addition to vulvar ulcer with clean base (Figure 1B). Lesions were not found in the neck, trunk, eyes, mouth, nose, or anal region. Histopathology study was performed in biopsy samples from the skin lesions. Of note, microorganisms were not detected in tissue samples, blood, and urine cultures. Additionally, serologic tests for infectious agents were negative. Cutaneous changes showed rapid improvement (Figures 1C and 1D) after the use of prednisone 60 mg/day. Splenomegaly was not conspicuous and the lung field examination was unremarkable. However, despite nutritional, clinical, and intensive care support, the patient’s course was downhill. Blood counts showed: leukocytes 28.7×10^9/L, 39% blasts, 2% myelocytes, 3% metamyelocytes, 18% bands, 22% segmented neutrophils, 3% basophils, 8% lymphocytes, erythrocytes 2.68×10^12/L, hemoglobin 8.3 g/dL, hematocrit 25.1%, MVC 94 fL, MCHC 33 g/dL, platelets 33.0×10^9/L, and ESR 38 mm/hour. Serum determinations showed: urea 117.8 mg/dL, creatinine 2.2 mg/dL, folic acid 6.99 nmol/L, vitamin B12 8, 440 pg/mL, beta-2 microglobulin 184.5 mg/L, and CRP 19.5 mg/dL. Death occurred on June 3rd, following acute atrial fibrillation and irreversible circulatory shock.

What is Your Diagnosis?
See the page 562 for the diagnosis
The patient was diagnosed with Sweet syndrome (SS), or acute febrile neutrophilic dermatosis. SS is a broad spectrum condition, typically characterized by fever, neutrophilia, and cutaneous, and mucous lesions (erythematous, solid, and bullous), in addition to diffuse neutrophilic infiltrate in the upper dermis.1–5 Genital ulcerations have been scarcely reported in SS,2,4 which can be idiopathic, drug-induced, and associated with malignant tumors or hematologic malignancies.1–3 In this patient, the diagnosis of SS was established by clinical, laboratory, and typical skin biopsy data (Figure 2)1–3; and characteristically, the conspicuous lesions improved rapidly after administration of corticosteroids.1,2

This case report emphasizes some concerns about SS associated with treated chronic myeloid leukemia (CML). First, because the syndrome can be due to CML or associated with the use of hydroxyurea.6 Although leukemia cutis can mimic SS features,3 histologic data ruled out this possibility. Second, the high level of CRP suggested some associated infection, but the hypothesis was not confirmed by blood and urine cultures, serologic tests or histopathologic tissue samples. Autonomic dysfunction and anemia due to leukemia can play a role in heart arrhythmias7; in addition, anemia can predict death in elderly patients that present with atrial fibrillation.8

**Photoclinic Diagnosis:** Bullous Sweet syndrome in chronic myeloid leukemia

![Skin sample showing epidermic bullae (H&E stain, original magnification 40×); B) Conspicuous subepidermal edema (H&E stain, original magnification 40×); C) Neutrophilic infiltrate in the upper dermis and moderate erythrocyte extravasation in some areas. Features of vasculitis are absent (H&E stain, original magnification 40×); D) The mixed infiltrate of upper dermis contains predominant mature neutrophils.](image)

**Figure 2.** A) Skin sample showing epidermic bullae (H&E stain, original magnification 40×); B) Conspicuous subepidermal edema (H&E stain, original magnification 40×); C) Neutrophilic infiltrate in the upper dermis and moderate erythrocyte extravasation in some areas. Features of vasculitis are absent (H&E stain, original magnification 40×); D) The mixed infiltrate of upper dermis contains predominant mature neutrophils.
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